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Executive Summary 

In Canada, the social, spiritual and communal value of local congregations has long been accepted.  The 
economic value of these congregations to society, however, is a different matter altogether.  Where the 
monetary valuation of “soft assets” has gained increasing traction in the social services over the past couple 
of decades, only recently have researchers begun to explore this question in the Canadian religious context.   

This study of the Anglican Diocese of Niagara, stems from a larger Canadian study designed to examine this 
question of religious impact.   Based on a 2010 study carried out in Philadelphia by Partners for Sacred Places 
and the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Social Policy and Practice, the Halo Canada Project seeks to 
explore the socio-economic benefit of local congregations on their surrounding neighbourhoods and towards 
Canadian society in general.   

Based on in-depth research from more than 75 
congregations, representing a wide variety of faith 
traditions from across the country, we present a case for 
applying financial benefit to many types of congregational 
activities that have previously been considered intangible.    
 

 By applying values derived from these in-depth 
studies to congregational spending, we are able to 
approximate the impact of broad groupings of 
religious communities.  It is important to note, 
that throughout our research, we have made a 
deliberate attempt to be conservative in at least 
three ways:  1) first, if staff or program leaders 
were unable to estimate or document a particular 
service or activity we assigned a value of zero; 2) 
where supporting studies from other sectors suggest a range of value we have chosen to apply the lowest 
range value,  3) we have elected to ascribe value only in situations where we can demonstrate clear cause and 
effect.  Nor do our values take into account the many secondary contributions of empowered church and 
community members that exponentially magnify these congregational impacts.  
 
Taking these factors into account, it is clear that the Anglican Diocese of Niagara plays a key role in the social 
and economic life of Southwestern Ontario with a Halo (socio-economic) contribution of approximately 
$100.1 million in the neighbourhoods to which they minister.  This figure swells to approximately $106.9 
million when their contributions to denominational programs and other ministry and service organizations 
outside their neighbourhoods are taken into account.  Finally, when parishioner’s secondary volunteer 
contributions to organizations outside their local congregations are considered, congregational impact 
increases further to approximately $119.2 million.   

“What if we could measure the economic 
value local congregations contribute to 

their surrounding communities?” 
 

Essentially the study asks, 
“If the Anglican congregations of Niagara 

Diocese ceased to exist, what would it cost their 
respective municipalities to replace the 

programs and services these congregations 
provide to the wider community?” 
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The Anglican Diocese of Niagara 

The first Anglican presence in, what would later become 
known as the Anglican Diocese of Niagara, began with 
St. Mark’s Anglican Church in Niagara-on-the-Lake.  The 
parish, founded in 1790 by Loyalist immigrants, was 
originally part of the diocese of Nova Scotia, 
subsequently part of the Diocese of Quebec and later 
the Diocese of Toronto.   The Diocese of Niagara was 
formally established in 1875. 

The present Diocesan boundaries extend from the north 
shore of Lake Erie and the western end of Lake Ontario 
to include communities such as Niagara Falls, St. 
Catharines, Welland, Hamilton, Burlington, Guelph and 
Orangeville.  It consists of 93 parishes which are divided 
into five regions:  1) Greater Wellington, 2) Trafalgar, 3) 
Hamilton-Haldimand, 4) Lincoln, and 5) Brock. 

The Diocesan See (central offices) are located in the City of Hamilton, at Cathedral Place, 252 James Street 
North.   Its current Bishop is the Rt. Rev. Susan Bell. 

 
 
Valuation

Several studies in recent years, both in Canada1 and the United States,2 have considered the contributions 
that faith communities or local religious congregations make to the cultural, spiritual, and social lives of their 
surrounding neighbourhoods.  Faith-based organizations help people to explore and cultivate deeply held, 
centuries-old beliefs; to participate in rituals of meaning; to find comfort in their times of deep pain and 
sorrow; and to foster relationship in community. Communities of faith and places of worship are where 
people often gather to find answers to life’s biggest questions and to explore mysteries like, why are we here? 
Where do I belong? And what is the meaning of life? Even for people who would not describe themselves as 
people of faith, these communities act as incubators for commonly held social values. Through both primary 
and secondary involvement with community-based ministries, congregations often find ways to extend their 
desire to serve beyond traditional congregational activities in ways that are of benefit to both participants 
and those who are not directly involved.3 
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In 2006, Imagine Canada published: “Understanding the Capacity of Religious Organizations:  A Synthesis of 
Findings from the National Survey of Non-profit and Voluntary Organizations and the National Survey of 
Giving, Volunteering and Participating.”4   In it, the authors assert that: “religious organizations are well-
established institutions with stable revenues.  The key strengths of religious organizations appear to be their 
local community focus, and the strength that they draw from dedicated donors, volunteers and staff.” 

The Conference Board of Canada reports that in 2013, there were 12.7 million Canadians, or 43.6% percent of 
the population, aged 15 and older who did volunteer work.  Further, they estimate that in 2017, $27 could be 
attributed to every volunteer hour.  Based on this value, researchers estimate that the effort Canadians put 
into volunteer work would add up to nearly $56 billion in GDP, thus representing about 2.6% of Canada’s 
economic activity.5 

Despite this qualitative acknowledgement, few studies have considered the economic benefit faith groups 
provide to their surrounding communities.  The lack of “hard numbers”, and the quantitative method needed 
to produce them, often puts congregations and their larger religious organizations at a disadvantage when 
pressed to “prove” their value in a wider context.  At the very least, they lack a common language or 
“currency” when speaking of value with those who are not a part of the congregations themselves.  In 
situations like these, tools such as the one employed in this study, that help provide a quantitative 
measurement of the contribution congregations make to their local economies, would be of great help.  

Congregations, and the neighbourhoods in which they find themselves; however, are not the only groups who 
stand to benefit from such a tool.  Increasing revenue, cutting costs and increasing service efficiency sound as 
a hallmark of government at all levels.  For example, the City of Toronto 2015 Auditor General’s report 
highlights the role careful review of City Services can play; both in cost savings and efficacy of service 
provision, emphasizing that for every  $1 invested in audit resources, the return in relation to cost savings is 
about $11.50.”6 Identifying a tool that can articulate the previously hidden economic contributions of local 
congregations could significantly strengthen the capacity of City Planners and elected officials to further 
strengthen investment, reduce duplication of services and initiate creative partnerships with communities of 
faith to better serve the needs of all City residents. 

The purpose of valuation is to assess the monetary value of goods that the market does not price.  Things like:  
happiness, well-being, rehabilitation, responsible parenting and neighbourhood pride.   

Valuation can also be used to estimate the costs of specific social problems and the quantitative impact of 
non-profit organizations.  It follows that the more complex the phenomenon being valued, the more difficult 
the valuation.  For this reason, researchers have often limited their attempts to value congregations to one 
type of methodology or one type of contribution. 
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In 2013, Cnaan et al7 published the first extended 
study of valuation in congregations.  Applying 
established valuations from a wide range of sectors in 
12 congregations in the City of Philadelphia, their study 
revealed an accumulated “halo effect” or annual 
economic contribution of $51,850,178.  This estimate 
translates to an average value of $4,320, 848 per 
congregation.  Even the smallest of the congregations studied; a Presbyterian Church with approximately 150 
members, and an annual operating budget of $260,000, was estimated to have an annual “halo effect” of 
$1.5 million. 

These numbers, as impressive as they are, tell us little about the potential economic impact of congregations 
in the Canadian context.  To this end, in 2015 our researchers began a study, which initially involved 10 
Toronto congregations8, using essentially the same methodology used in the Philadelphia study 
(www.haloproject.ca).  Since then the study has grown to include more than 75 congregations from varying 
faith traditions across the country  
 
These studies suggest that for every dollar the average congregation spends, the wider community receives 
$3.87 towards its common good (median - $3.05).  When we apply these findings to national congregational 
spending, it suggests that Places of Worship are contributing close to $15.5 billion to Canada’s social 
economy.  With more than 21,000 congregations from a wide variety of faiths, we estimate that an average 
congregation contributes $728,790 in socio-economic impact. 
 
 

Methodology
 

The Halo Canada Project evaluates 7 areas where congregations typically enter into socio-economic 
relationships with the communities around them.  They include:  1) Open Space – which includes the value of 
elements like available parking, community gardens, play structures and recreational facilities; 2) Direct 
Spending – studies suggest that 80% of a congregation’s annual expenditures are spent within a 3 to 5 km 
radius of the worship space9; 3) Education – many congregations provide space and/or programs that allow 
for educational programs of socio-economic value such as daycares, nursery schools and alternative 
educational instruction; 4) Magnet Effect – offers a measure of the community purchasing power created 
through people who attend activities at the Place of Worship.  Studies suggest that those who travel more 
than 10 km to attend are inclined to spend $20 per visit on things like gas, groceries and eating out; 5) 
Individual Impact – measures what those in churches would understand as Pastoral Care to those living in the 
surrounding neighbourhood; 6) Community Development – offers an estimate of the value congregations 
have in promoting employment and skills training, housing opportunities and the development of small 
business and community non-profits; and finally 7) Social Capital and Care – incorporates community use of 

Philadelphia Halo Study  
12 Congregations - $51,850,178 

 
 Halo Canada Project 

      76 Congregations - $191.2 million                                            
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building space at less than market value as well as the contributions of 
volunteer time facilitated through the congregation. 

In our study to date, Direct Spending is observed to be the most 
consistent of the 7 elements.  When considering local impact, Direct 
Spending (on average) represents about 27.94% of a congregation’s total 
impact.  When contributions to denominational offices, mission projects 
and charitable organizations outside a congregation’s immediate 
neighbourhood, Direct Spending rises to 33.06% of a congregation’s total 
impact.  

More recently, we have also begun to factor in the secondary socio-economic 
impacts of religious attenders beyond the direct contributions they make through 
their Place of Worship.  This includes volunteer contributions to programs like Meals on Wheels, Hospital 
auxiliaries, blood drives, sports teams and other community-based service organizations. 

Vezina and Crompton10 report that a variety of factors influence an individual’s likelihood of volunteering.  
Age, marital status, education, gender, presence of children, employment status and income.  Of particular 
interest to us, in this context, is the role religion plays.  Studies show that religious people show higher rates 
of giving, participating and volunteering than those in the general population.  Almost two-thirds of 
Canadians, aged 15 and older, who attend religious services at least once a week (65%) contribute some type 
of volunteer work, compared with only 44% of those who attend less frequently or not at all.  Vezina and 
Crompton also observed that people who attend religious services regularly contribute 40% more hours on 
average than other volunteers.  In 2010, regular religious attenders contributed 202 hours annually, compared 
to 141 hours for non-religious Canadians. 

Even more importantly – while one might assume that regular attenders at religious services might contribute 
the majority of their time to religious organizations, surprisingly, this is not the case.  While they do 
contribute more time to religious organizations than less frequent attenders (42% compared to 4%), 58% of 
their time was offered in support of non-religious organizations. 

Our own studies, through the Halo Canada Project, suggest that a typical congregation contributes 15,735 
member-volunteer hours each year.  58.3% of these hours are directed towards community-based programs 
and activities, while 41.7% go towards activities intended for congregational members themselves.  Volunteer 
time comprises, on average, 18.1% of a congregations primary Halo impact (median = 16.2%). 

Based on these combined indicators, we estimate that secondary halo contributions increase a congregation’s 
primary Halo impact by 11.5%. 

 

 

The Anglican Diocese 
of Niagara has an 

annual Halo 
contribution of more 
than $106.9 million 
to Canadian society. 
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It follows that when these factors are applied to congregational spending, we can determine with relative 
confidence the contributions of a sample group of congregations. 

For this study, these values were applied to the Parishes in the Anglican Diocese of Niagara.  Financial figures 
for 2018 were provided by the Diocesan office.  Reporting included figures for a number of local 
congregations that were decommissioned throughout the year.  These figures were removed from our 
assessment in order to provide an accurate estimate of the active congregations moving forward.  In total, the 
sample included data from 83 congregations representing 5 geographic regions:  1) Brock, 2) Hamilton-
Haldimand, 3) Lincoln, 4) Trafalgar, and 5) Wellington 

Further distinctions were made within each region between urban and rural congregations.  Statistics Canada 
describes the concept of urban and rural as follows: 

“The term urban is widely used and one that people intuitively understand – a concentration of population 
at a high density.  It is the opposite of rural where population is not concentrated but dispersed at a low 
density.  This intuitive perspective readily identifies the extremes of what is really a continuum.  What is 
not so intuitive is how to segment the continuum.”11 

To make this distinction, we used Canada’s Postal Code designation.   A postal code with a zero ‘0’ in the 
second position denotes a ‘rural’ postal code, meaning that this location is serviced by rural route mail 
delivery.   

The regional designations are as follows: 

Niagara Diocese Urban Rural Total 

Brock 10 2 12 

Hamilton-Haldimand 16 6 22 

Lincoln 10 5 15 

Trafalgar 16 5 21 

Wellington 6 7 13 

Total Congregations 58 25 83 
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Findings 
 
The Anglican Diocese of Niagara is comprised of 5 regions with 83 actively reporting congregations.   

 In 2018, congregational revenues totalled 
just under $21.5 million ($21,484,311) with 
annual expenses of close to $31 million 
($30,879,176). 

 Local spending, on average, represents 
approximately 90% of congregational 
spending, while 10% was directed towards 
denominational contributions as well as 
regional, national and international services 
programs.   

 Staffing represents approximately 30% of 
total annual costs. 

When research values from the Halo Canada project are applied to spending values for congregations 
throughout the Niagara Diocese, we derive a local Halo estimate of $100.1 million.  This represents their 
impact within a 10km radius of the church.  This value increases to $106.9 million when we consider 
congregational impacts regionally as well as nationally through the diocese and other ministry organizations.  
And finally, when we account for the secondary impacts of volunteer time expended outside church life by 
diocesan members, we arrive at an estimated Secondary Halo value of $119.2 million.  Based on these values 
the average diocesan congregation has a Halo impact of $1.29 million on Canadian society. 

Thirty percent of this impact is provided by the Region of Lincoln.  This is followed by Trafalgar at 21%, 
Wellington (19%), and Brock and Hamilton-Haldimand, both at 15%. 

 

 

NIAGARA DIOCESE Congregations Total Income Total Expense Local Halo National Halo Secondary Halo

Brock 12 2,249,135$            4,716,748$            15,783,938$               16,090,654$               17,941,079$               
Hamilton-Haldimand 22 4,969,522$            4,854,655$            14,976,281$               15,646,563$               17,445,917$               
Lincoln 15 4,465,623$            9,189,914$            31,053,424$               32,606,925$               36,356,721$               
Trafalgar 21 7,133,834$            6,417,363$            19,297,540$               22,399,870$               24,975,855$               
Wellington 13 2,666,197$            5,700,496$            18,985,845$               20,183,216$               22,504,286$               
TOTAL 83 Churches 21,484,311$         30,879,176$         100,097,029$            106,927,227$            119,223,858$            
REGIONAL AVERAGE 5 Regions 4,296,862$            6,175,835$            20,019,406$               21,385,445$               23,844,772$               
REGIONAL MEDIAN 5 Regions 4,465,623$            5,700,496$            18,985,845$               20,183,216$               22,504,286$               
CONGREGATIONAL AVERAGE 83 Churches 258,847$               372,038$               1,205,988$                 1,288,280$                 1,436,432$                 

Brock
15%

Hamilton-
Haldimand

15%

Lincoln
30%

Trafalgar
21%

Wellington
19%

Diocesan Halo Contribution
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The Anglican Diocese of Niagara has 58 urban congregations and 25 rural congregations.  This represents a 
70/30 split.  Urban diocesan congregations have an average national Halo impact of $1.46 million while the 
rural congregations average contributions of approximately $841,000 to Canada’s social economy.  

 

 

 

 

These Halo values are, of course, influenced significantly by congregational 
size.  Low congregational totals, do not mean that rural parishioners are not 
“pulling their weight”.  

For example, the following table shows the national per capita values for 
Anglican congregations throughout the Niagara Diocese.  It reveals a per 
capita value of $19,221 when all churches are assessed on a per member 
basis. 

 

 

 

NIAGARA - URBAN Congregations Total Income Total Expense Local Halo National Halo Secondary Halo

Brock 10 1,970,966$            4,149,761$            13,874,575$               14,147,780$               15,774,774$               
Hamilton-Haldimand 16 4,399,268$            4,341,553$            13,335,581$               13,951,173$               15,555,558$               
Lincoln 10 3,192,220$            6,958,094$            23,476,057$               24,682,601$               27,521,100$               
Trafalgar 16 6,146,751$            5,394,207$            15,928,307$               18,783,230$               20,943,302$               
Wellington 6 1,767,538$            3,739,368$            12,459,343$               13,240,430$               14,763,080$               
TOTAL 58 Churches 17,476,743$         24,582,982$         79,073,864$               84,805,214$               94,557,814$               
AVERAGE per region 5 Regions 3,495,349$            4,916,596$            15,814,773$               16,961,043$               18,911,563$               
MEDIAN per region 5 Regions 3,192,220$            4,341,553$            13,874,575$               14,147,780$               15,774,774$               
CONGREGATIONAL AVERAGE 301,323$               423,845$               1,363,342$                 1,462,159$                 1,630,307$                 

NIAGARA - RURAL Congregations Total Income Total Expense Local Halo National Halo Secondary Halo
Brock 2 278,169$               566,988$               1,909,363$                 1,942,874$                 2,128,940$                 
Hamilton-Haldimand 6 570,254$               513,102$               1,640,700$                 1,695,390$                 1,829,380$                 
Lincoln 5 1,273,403$            2,231,820$            7,577,368$                 7,924,324$                 8,448,765$                 
Trafalgar 5 987,083$               1,023,156$            3,369,233$                 3,616,639$                 3,756,695$                 
Wellington 7 898,658$               1,961,128$            6,526,502$                 6,942,786$                 7,277,050$                 
TOTAL 25 Churches 4,007,567$            6,296,194$            21,023,165$               22,122,013$               23,440,829$               
AVERAGE per region 5 Regions 801,513$               1,259,239$            4,204,633$                 4,424,403$                 4,688,166$                 
MEDIAN per region 5 Regions 898,658$               1,023,156$            3,369,233$                 3,616,639$                 3,756,695$                 
CONGREGATIONAL AVERAGE 160,303$               251,848$               840,927$                     884,881$                     937,633$                     

Anglican parishioners 
in Niagara contribute 

an average of 
$19,221 each to the 
common good of all 

Canadians. 
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In urban congregations, we see a smaller per capita contribution than the diocesan average. 

 

While in rural congregations, there is a per capita increase of close to $4,000 per member over the national 
average. 

 

NIAGARA DIOCESE Total National Halo
Total Member 

National Per Capita

Brock 867 16,090,654$               18,559$                       
Hamilton-Haldimand 1,313 15,646,563$               11,917$                       
Lincoln 918 32,606,925$               35,520$                       
Trafalgar 1,614 22,399,870$               13,878$                       
Wellington 851 20,183,216$               23,717$                       
TOTAL 5,563 106,927,227$            19,221$                       
REGIONAL AVERAGE 1,113 21,385,445$               20,718$                       
REGIONAL MEDIAN 918 20,183,216$               18,559$                       
CONGREGATIONAL AVERAGE 65 1,288,280$                 

NIAGARA - URBAN 
Urban 

Attendance
National Halo

Urban Member 
National Per Capita

Brock 781 14,147,780$               18,115$                       
Hamilton-Haldimand 1144 13,951,173$               12,195$                       
Lincoln 716 24,682,601$               34,473$                       
Trafalgar 1423 18,783,230$               13,200$                       
Wellington 538 13,240,430$               24,610$                       
TOTAL 4602 84,805,214$               18,428$                       
AVERAGE per region 920 16,961,043$               20,519$                       
MEDIAN per region 781 14,147,780$               18,115$                       
CONGREGATIONAL AVERAGE 54 1,462,159$                 

NIAGARA - RURAL Rural Attendance National Halo
Rural Member 

National Per Capita

Brock 86 1,942,874$                 22,592$                       
Hamilton-Haldimand 169 1,695,390$                 10,032$                       
Lincoln 202 7,924,324$                 39,229$                       
Trafalgar 191 3,616,639$                 18,935$                       
Wellington 313 6,942,786$                 22,181$                       
TOTAL 961 22,122,013$               23,020$                       
AVERAGE per region 192 4,424,403$                 22,594$                       
MEDIAN per region 191 3,616,639$                 22,181$                       
CONGREGATIONAL AVERAGE 38 884,881$                     
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For rural congregations, this per capita value represents a far greater indicator of impact than their 
congregational Halo value.  Urban congregations tend to be larger in membership, with larger budgets, and 
larger numbers of people available close at hand to minister “to” and “with”.  Smaller congregations are often 
required to spend disproportionate amounts on building and infrastructure relative to other congregations.  
These factors tend to push the overall impact of urban congregations up and that of rural congregations 
down. 

On the other hand, rural congregations often demonstrate significantly greater volunteer contributions, both 
in terms of their own congregational operations and community service.  This often reveals congregations 
whose spending impact is greater than the national average.  In other words, every dollar they spend goes 
further in terms of ministry impact.   

While our sample of rural congregations is not strong enough yet to support our assumptions statistically, 
anecdotal evidence suggests that Direct Spending in rural congregations typically represents a smaller portion 
of a congregation’s total Halo impact.  If this observation gains further statistical evidence as our study 
progresses, we might anticipate a higher relative contribution for rural congregations relative to urban 
congregations. 

  

Discussion and Recommendations 

Faith communities, like those belonging to the Anglican Diocese of Niagara, have far-reaching economic 
benefit for the communities they serve.  The staff, worshippers and community volunteers associated 
with these parishes should feel affirmed in the good work they are doing.  Apart from the satisfaction 
gained through seeing people’s lives changed for the better; they can also feel bolstered by the 
economic benefit their time, energy and experience contribute to the common good of all.  By applying 
trends observed in other congregations across the country, it is likely that Diocesan parishes contribute 
somewhere between $100 and $119 million in social benefit to their neighbours and fellow Canadians.   

These findings clearly challenge the assumption that communities of faith are merely self-serving clubs.  They 
remind us that local congregations do not exist in isolation from the communities in which they find 
themselves.  The people who make up local congregations ARE MEMBERS of the local community.  They are 
integral parts of the social fabric.  They live, shop and raise their families in these communities.  The idea that 
they are separated somehow from the wider community simply because they are part of a worshipping 
community of faith does not hold weight. 

Finally, while the goal of this study is to create a snapshot of what is – it is also intended as a tool to pursue 
what can be.  Accordingly, our findings suggest several points of consideration for strengthening parish 
ministries, informing Diocesan planning and strengthening community engagement as a whole. 
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Increasing Economic Impact Does Not Necessarily Mean More Effective Ministry:  This 
study builds on congregational spending to make projections of neighbourhood socio-
economic impact.  Our detailed studies rely on 6 additional factors to determine the 
remaining two-thirds benefit.  This reminds us that impact is about more than just spending.  
Detailed congregational studies can help Parishes, Deaneries and the Diocese as a whole to 
consider in greater detail how and where they create benefit for those in the geographic 
neighbourhoods they serve.  These assessments can help congregations consider how to 
move beyond maintaining the institution and supporting organizational infrastructure to 
providing powerful ministries that support the common good of all. 
 

 

Review the Zero Impact Areas: Detailed congregational assessments will often reveal areas 
where congregations appear to have little or no socio-economic impact.  It is important to 
note this is not always a ‘bad’ thing.  Zero reporting can arise for several reasons:  1) There 
may be little or no opportunity for impact in a particular category due to lack of physical or 
human resource; 2) There may be little or no opportunity for impact in a particular category 
due to lack of identified need within a community; or 3) There may be inaccurate or 
insufficient record keeping to report in certain categories.    Understanding these dynamics 
can help congregations explore questions like:  1) what is the demographic of our community 
telling us?  2) Does our congregation identify as a community-based or regional church.  And 
does this identification inform our ministry in any way? 3) What kinds of activities might 
attract people to the church and thereby benefit the community simply by the economic 
activity it creates?  Are there opportunities to creatively expand the use of our buildings for 
special events, conferences, community seminars or arts performances that further highlight 
the congregation’s place as a true community partner? 

 

Implement a Rigorous Tracking Plan:  Previous studies suggest that congregations don’t 
typically do a good job of tracking their activity.  As a result, they are often found lacking in 
their ability to assess and report on their impact.  Not surprisingly, this often contributes to 
lower than expected impact values for many congregations.  Participating in a detailed study 
can help congregations build in tracking plans that can be used for ongoing record-keeping, 
localized strategic planning and communicating benefit to those they hope to serve.   Several 
congregations in this study were lacking average attendance figures.  Lacking records, even 
as traditional as these, can reduce opportunities to affirm members and communicate 
impact; not to mention point out areas of poor congregational administrative health. 

 
 

#1 

#2 

#3 
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Learn to Talk Differently About What We Do:  Church members know the benefits their 
community of faith provides.  But to those outside local congregations, these benefits often 
remain a mystery.  They often have no concept of the spiritual, emotional and communal we 
find support and benefit from.  Money, on the other hand, is a language we can all 
understand.  Money talks.  Learning to articulate and communicate the socio-economic 
contributions our faith communities make can often open up conversations with neighbours 
and society in previously unimagined ways.  Imagine a conversation that enables a church 
member to share that their congregation contributes more than half a million dollars in 
social benefit to their surrounding neighbourhood.  Or that each worshipper contributes 
more than $15,000 to that annual value.  Or that for every dollar the congregation spends 
society receives close to $3.90 in socio-economic benefit. 

        

Conclusions
 

For more than two centuries, Anglican parishes throughout Niagara have served and nurtured the residents 
of Ontario’s Golden Horseshoe.  Our findings suggest that these contributions have supported not only their 
spiritual, emotional and communal needs, but created socio-economic benefits as well.  Based on studies 
conducted in more than 75 congregations across the country, we estimate that the Anglican Diocese of 
Niagara contributes between $100 and $119 million in socio-economic benefit to its local neighbourhoods 
and Canadian society in general.  Knowing that impact in individual congregations often goes under-reported, 
we also expect this to be a conservative estimate. 

It is our hope that these values will further assist the Diocese in supporting its Parishes, Priests, and 
Worshippers to be as effective, creative, adventurous, and faithful in their exercise of ministry as possible. 

It is also important to note that this study does not give a final or complete indication of the value of the 
Anglican Diocese of Niagara and its various services and parish ministries.   Value is never just about money.  
That’s only a part of the story.  And yet, by exploring the socio-economic impact of the Diocese and its 
member congregations, Niagara’s Anglicans can be opened up to different ways of seeing and talking about 
their relationship with neighbours and society in general.  Detailed studies in individual parishes would 
further assist the Diocese in refining, validating, and in some cases even challenging some of the assumptions 
and determinations made in this study.   

What this study does, most importantly, is affirm the Anglican Diocese of Niagara as a strong and essential 
contributor to the common good of the community it serves.  The cumulative data it contributes, further 
affirms the belief that articulating the socio-economic value of local congregations is not only possible but 
important to our understanding of the relationship between faith and community and how this relationship 
contributes to the health and vitality of communities as a whole.  
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